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We analysed in the companion paper (Stochastic Process. Appl. 38, 1991), the conditions under which 
the aggregated process constructed from an irreducible and homogeneous discrete time Markov chain 
over a given partition of its state space is another homogeneous Markov chain. The obtained result is 
a characterization of this situation by means of a finite algorithm which computes the set of all the initial 
probability distributions of the starting chain such that the aggregated one is also Markov homogeneous. 
In this paper, we consider the same problem in continuous time. Our main result is that it is always 
possible to come back to the discrete time case using uniformization. 
Markov processes * aggregation * weak lumpability * uniformization 
1. Introduction 
This paper is an extension of the work performed in [2]. Our goal is to show that 
the problem of markovian state aggregation in irreducible and homogeneous con- 
tinuous time Markov processes can always be reduced to the same problem in 
discrete time [2] by means of the uniformization technique. Let us recall briefly the 
problem of weak lumpability in Markov processes. 
Let X = (X,),i~.i be an irreducible and homogeneous Markov process evolving in 
continuous time (9 = R,) or in discrete time (9 = N). The state space is assumed 
to be finite and is denoted by E = { 1,2,. . , N}. The stationary distribution of X is 
denoted by 71. Let us denote by 3’ = {B(l), B(2), . . . , B(M)} a partition of the state 
space. From here the state space E and the partition 93 are fixed. 
With the given process X we associate the aggregated stochastic process Y with 
values on F = {1,2,. . . , M}, defined by 
def 
Y,=m e X,eB(m) forall te.T 
It is easily checked from this definition and the irreducibility of X that the obtained 
process Y is also irreducible in the following sense: For any m E F and 1 E F such 
that P( Y, = I) > 0, there exists t E T, t # 0, such that P (Y, = m/ Y, = I) > 0. 
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We analyse under which conditions the process Y is also a homogeneous Markov 
process. In the continuous time case, the homogeneous Markov process X is given 
by its transition rate matrix (infinitesimal generator) A, in which we define A( i, i)%’ 
-Cjei A( i, j). In the discrete time case, X is given by its transition probability 
matrix P. In order to deal simultaneously with the continuous and discrete time 
cases, we will use the notation Q to represent both matrices A or P depending on 
the context. We shall denote by (cu, Q) the Markov process X when its initial 
distribution is (Y. We shall denote by agg(X) (resp. by agg(cr, Q) when its initial 
distribution is (.y) the aggregated process constructed from X (resp. from (a, Q)) 
over the given partition B. Let us denote by d the set of all probability vectors 
with N entries and by &,4f(X) the set of all initial probability distributions of X 
which gives to the aggregated process the Markov homogeneous property. That is, 
&,u (X) dzf {(Y E .PZ 1 Y = agg( a, Q) is Markov homogeneous}. 
In [2], it is shown that when X is a discrete time Markov process, there exists a 
finite algorithm constructing the set &,,U(X). In this companion paper, it is shown 
how the continuous time case can be reduced to the discrete time one. The used 
tool is the uniformization technique. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the problem 
of weak lumpability in Markov processes, we fix the notation and we prove some 
preliminary results. Also, the principal results of [2] are recalled. Section 3 contains 
the main contribution of this work, namely Theorem 3.2 which shows how to reduce 
the continuous time case to the discrete time one. Conclusions are reported in 
Section 4. 
2. Weak lumpable Markov processes 
For every instant u E 9, we denote by Q(u) the N-dimensioned square matrix whose 
(i,j) entry is P(X, = j/X, = i). That is, Q(n) = P” in discrete time, Q(f) = e*’ in 
continuous time. 
As in [2], we denote by n(i) the cardinal of B(i) and we assume the states of E 
ordered such that 
B(l) ={I, *. . , n(l)), 
B(M) = {n(l)+. **+n(h4-l)-tl,...,N}. 
Some other notation taken from [2] are the following. 
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l For any 1 E F and (Y E &, we denote by T,.(Y the vector with n(l) components 
whoseithentryis(T,.n)(i)=a(n(l)+...+n(Z-l)+i),fori=1,2,...,n(l). 
l For any real vector y 2 0, we denote by (( y (( the sum of its components. 
l For any 1 E F and (Y E & such that T,.a # 0, we denote by LY~(” the vector of 
& defined by a “I)(i) = a(i)/ 1) T,.a]) if i belongs to B(I), 0 otherwise. 
The reader can see [2] for some examples. To simplify the notation, each time 
that in the sequel we shall write a vector of the form yRcm’ with y E ti we implicitely 
mean that this vector is defined (that is, that T,,,.y f 0). 
Let (Y be an element of ti, (B(m,), B(m,), . . . , B(q)) be a finite sequence of 
elements of %I and O=t,<t,<... < f, be a sequence of instants (in discrete 
or continuous time) such that $(Z”E B(m,), Z,, E B(m,), . . , Z,, E B( mj)) > 0. 
For these two finite sequences, we define the vector h(a, (B(m,), 0), 
(B(m,), t,),. . . , (B(m,), t,)) recursively by 
h(cy, (B(m,), 0)) = LyBCmJ 
and for 1 G k sj, 
h(% (Nm,), O), . . *, (H%L h)) 
= (h(Q, (a%), 01,. ‘. , (Wm,-11, L,))Q(tk - fk-l))B(mk). 
A first property of the function h that will be needed in the sequel is that the 
mapping 
a++h(a, (B(%), O), . . . I (B(w), hk)) 
is continuous. The proof is as in [3, Lemma 3.21. A second technical property of 
the function h is stated in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let ((Y,),,~ be a sequence of initial probability distributions (that is, a 
sequence of elements of a). Let (hn)neN be a sequence of non-negative real numbers 
whose sum is equal to 1. There exists a sequence (P,,),,~~ of non-negative real numbers 
whose sum is equal to 1 such that 
naH, (HmA O), . . . , (Nmk), fk) 
> 
= I? b-4( u,, (WmoL OL . . . , (B(w), GJ). 
n=o 
Proof. Check first that 
iFA &I, E d. 
n=O 
Let ffo, CY,E&. Let Ao, A ,sO such that A,+A, = 1. Since 
(A oao+h,aI) B(m,’ = hO/_LOff 0 B(mJ+A,&ff, ) 
Wm,J 
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we have 
h(A&J+Ala,, (B(m,), O), . . . , (B(w), h)) 
= hd(%+~l~, , (WWJ, 01,. . . , (B(%), fk)) 
+As~~(Q~, (Nmd, 01,. . . , (Nmk), h)). 
The result is obviously valid for every finite sum, that is 
no,, (B(m,), O), . . . , (B(m), fk) 
> 
= i h-Ma,, (B(q), 01,. . . , (B(m), tk)). 
n=O 
Taking limits when H + 00, the right-hand side of this equality obviously converges. 
In the left-hand side, it suffices to verify that the interchange of limits is valid, 
which follows from the continuity of the mapping a++h(cx, (B(m,), 0), . . . , 
(Hmk), fk)). 0 
Now, for every m E F, we denote by JU( LY, B(m)) the set 
Ju ( (Y, B(m)) dzf {/3 E ~4 1 there exists j 3 0 and a sequence 
(B(m,), 0), . . . , (B(rn,), t,) with rnj = m 
such that p = h(q (B(m,), 0), . . . , (B(m,), t,))}. 
The next result is an extended version of [l, Theorem 6.4.11. We denote here by 
P,(. . .) the probability of any event concerning the Markov process X when its 
initial probability distribution is (Y. 
Theorem 2.2. The process Y = agg(cu, Q) is a homogeneous Markov process if and 
only if Vm, 1 E F and Vt E Y, the probability P,(X, E B(1)) has the same value for 
every /3 E &(a, B(m)). This common value is the probability that the homogeneous 
Markov process Y is in state 1 at time t given that it starts in state m. 
Proof. Note that, for everyj 2 0, for every sequences B( m,), . . . , B( mj+,) of elements 
of 93 and O=tO<tf,<-.- < t, < tj + t of instants, we have the relation 
pa(Xr,+,E B(mj+,)IX,8cB(mj),. .-,xoEB(mo))=$p(XtE B(mj+,)), 
where 
P = h(a, (B(m,), 0), (B(mJ, ti), . . . , (B(q), $1). 
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If the condition of the theorem is satisfied, the previous relation depends only 
on rn;, mj+, and t. This implies that the process Y is a homogeneous Markov process. 
Conversely, assume that the process Y is a homogeneous Markov process. Let p 
be any vector of .&(a, B(m)). The vector p can then be written as 
P = h(o, (B(mO), O), (B(m,), rl), . . > tBCrn), tj)). 
Using the previous relation, we have 
Pp(X, E B(O) =K(X,,+,E NO/X,, E B(m)). 
This last quantity does not depend on tj since Y is homogeneous. Therefore 
P’,(X,EB(I)) has the same value for every /3~.,d(cu, B(m)). 0 
Following [ 1,3,2], the process X is weakly lumpable with respect to B iff &,. # 8. 
In the particular case of tit, = &, it is strongly lumpable or simply lumpable with 
respect to the given partition. As a corollary of Theorem 2.2, it is easy to verify that 
the process X is strongly lumpable with respect to B iff the following proposition 
holds: 
for all 1, m E F, for all i E B(I), icllm, Q(i,j) d oes not depend on i. 
The proof is as in [l, Theorem 6.3.21 where only the case of discrete time processes 
is considered. 
Corollary 2.3. Zf A’,, (X) # B and if6 denotes the transition matrix of the aggregated 
homogeneous Markou process Y = agg(cu, Q) then Q is the same for every (Y leading 
to an aggregated homogeneous Markov process. Moreover, T E ~2 (t(X). 
Proof. In the discrete time case, a proof can be found in [3]. In the continuous 
time case, we have Q = A and Q(u) = eAu, u 2 0. Let LY E d,,(X). We can write for 
every 1, m E F and for every s, t 2 0, 
e”‘(l,m)=~,(X,+,~B(m)/X,~B(l))=$,,.~~~(X,~B(m)/X,~B(l)). 
Letting now s go to infinity, we have by a continuity argument as in [3, Lemma 3.21, 
eAr(I,m)=P,(X,EB(m)/X,,EB(l)) Vt*O, 
which does not depend on LY. This means that A does not depend itself on LY. 0 
For m E F, we denote by QW, the n(m) x M matrix with entries 
o,(i,l)= C Q(n(l)+...+n(m-l)+i,j), lsi<n(m), l~l? 
,‘H(I) 
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From Corollary 2.3, we deduce easily the relation & = ( T,,,.T~(“‘)&, where G,,, 
is the mth row of 6. In the sequel, we will always define 6 in this way, even if the 
aggregated process Y is not a homogeneous Markov process. That is, if Y is a 
homogeneous Markov process then 0 is its transition matrix, otherwise, 
d,,, !Sf ( Tm.n-B(m))~m Vm E F. 
As in [2], we define the following sets, for every j 2 0: 
.4!‘+‘(X) +Zf {cz E dlfor all p = h(a, (B(m,), 0), . . . , (B(m,), fk)) 
where 0 s k s j, T,,,,./@,,,, = (i,,,,}. 
The next lemma allows a recurrent construction of the sequence (~%‘(x))~,,. 
Lemma 2.4. For every j 3 1, we have 
JU’+‘(X)={~EJU~(X)~V’~,(Y~(‘)Q(C)EJU~(X)~O~~~~~~ZEF}. 
Proof. The proof is simply based upon the following property of the function h: 
h(a ““W), (Nmo), O), (Nm,), t,), . . . , (Nmk), tk)) 
= h(a, (B(l), Oh (B(%), t), (B(m,), t,+ t), . . . , (B(mk), lk +  t)). 
Let ja 1. By definition of 4’“(X), cr E 4,‘“(X) is equivalent to the following 
proposition: for all P=h(q(B(Z),O), (B(m,),t), (B(m,),t,+t) ,..., (B(m,), tk+ 
f)), we have 
Tml.P&=~,,,,, O~k~j-1. 
Using the previous property of the function h, this last equality can be written 
Tml.h(a ““‘Q(t), (B(%)9 O), (B(m,), tl), . . . , (B(mk), tk))& = (irn,, 
Osk<j-1, 
which is equivalent to cr B(‘)Q( t) E d’(X). Cl 
Theorem 2.5. 
&w(X) = (-j At’(X). 
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Proof. The proof is as in [3, Theorem 3.71. It is based on the equivalence 
LYE&,~((X) e forallmEFand/3EJU(a,B(m)), T,,,.p&,=&,, 
which follows directly from Theorem 2.2. 
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Now, from the definition of &(a, B(m)), the right-hand side of the equivalence 
can be rewritten as follows: 
[for all P = h(a, (B(4, O), (Hm,), 4), . . . , (B(m), hk)), 
we have L,.P&, = &,I, 
which is equivalent to 
[forallj~0,forall~=h(~,(B(m,),O),(B(m,),t,) ,..., (B(m,), tk)) 
where 0~ k s j, we have TmI.pomI = @,,,,I. 
By definition of A’“(X), this last proposition is in turn equivalent to 
forallj20, (Y E J+?‘“(X), 
and the result follows. q 
3. Uniformization and relations between the discrete time case and the continuous 
time case 
Let us consider the continuous time process X = (X,),=,, with transition rate matrix 
A. The uniformization technique consists of constructing an auxiliary homogeneous 
discrete time Markov chain U = ( U,,),,N on the same state space E, with transition 
probability matrix P, and a Poisson process (N(f)),,o with rate A, independent of 
CJ, such that the two processes (X,) and (UN(,)) are equivalent. The construction is 
as follows: 
l we choose A E F% such that A 2 max{ -A( i, i), i = 1, . . . , IV}; 
l we define 
PC u*+, =j/U,=i)=P(i,j)= 
l+A(i, i)/~ if i=j, 
A(i j),A 
2 otherwise. 
Between the matrices A and P the following relation holds. 
where I is the N x N identity matrix. We shall denote also U = unif(X). Observe 
that the two processes X and U have the same stationary distribution denoted by 
YT. We denote by V the aggregated process of the Markov chain U with respect to 
the partition 93. The process V with values on F is defined by 
def 
V,=m _ U,EB(m) forallna0. 
All the results described in the previous section are applicable to the processes U, 
V, the matrix Q(u) being replaced by P” for every u E N. 
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Observe that we can always consider the following scheme. Given the family of 
homogeneous and irreducible Markov processes X sharing the same transition rate 
matrix A, we construct the family of homogeneous and irreducible Markov chains 
U with common transition probability matrix P defined by (2). We also define the 
family Y of aggregated processes constructed from X with respect to 93 and the 
family V of aggregated processes constructed from U with respect to the same 
partition. Each (Y E d fixes an element of each family of processes X, Y, U, V. 
aggregation 
X-Y 
uniformization 
i 
lJ----l--2V 
aggregation 
In the next theorem, we show that if Y is Markov homogeneous, then V is also 
Markov homogeneous. Moreover, in this case, V is the uniformized process construc- 
ted from Y with respect to the same uniformization rate A. 
As before, we define the matrices A and p, independently of the fact that Y and 
V are Markov or not. Let us also define for every m E F, the n(m) x M matrix I, by 
t(i, I) = 
1 
1 ifl=m, 
0 otherwise, 
and the M dimensional row vector e, by 
e,(l) = 
1 ifI=m, 
0 otherwise. 
Let us denote by i the M x M identity matrix. We can immediately check the 
following relation between matrices @ and A which means, in words, that if Y and 
V are Markov homogeneous, then V = unif( Y). 
Lemma 3.1. Between the matrices a and p the following relation holds: 
F= II+.&L 
Proof. Let m E F. Check first that, from (2), 
I’, = i, -t&/h. 
Then, 
R, = I-~.~R(~)& = T,.rB(m)~(Pm - im) = ~(li~ - 2-m.2(m)i,), 
and from the definition of i,,, we have 
T,.%- B(m)im = e,, 
which gives A, =A(@,,,-e,), that is A=-A(f-p). 0 
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We are now able to prove the main result of the paper. 
Theorem 3.2. The process X is weakly lumpable with respect lo 53 i&f the uniformized 
process unif(X) is weakly lumpable with respect to 93. In this case, we haue 
0 2I,(X) = dcP,(unif(X)). 
l V = unif( Y), that is, agg(unif(X)) = unif(agg(X)). 
Proof. We prove the more precise following result: 
for all ja 1, J@(X) = JU’(unif(X)). (3) 
From Theorem 2.5, relation (3) implies that a,,(X) = &,,(unif(X)) which in turn 
proves the enounced equivalence. The proof of (3) is by induction. For j = 1, 
~‘(X)={fx~~~forall~=a’“‘,T,.~~,=A,} 
and 
Jll’(unif(X))={~E&Iforallp =a’(“, T,.pP,=P,}. 
Now, 
LY E .&‘(unif(X)) w VI E F, T,.cI~(‘)~, = p, 
I tll~ F, T,.crB”‘(?,+,,&/A) = e,+a,/h 
(Lemma 3.1) 
Assume that Jllk(X)=JUk(unif(X)) for all ksj. We have 
.k+‘(X)={(~~.&(X)~tlt~O,cx~(‘)e~’~~H~(X)foreveryl~F} 
= {a E &‘(unif(X)) IVt 2 0, a’(‘) eA’ E JU’(unif(X)) 
for every 1 E F}. (4) 
As 
we have 
VtSO, tll~ F, (yB(“eA’= 
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We can then write 
CY N” eA’ E A’(unif(X)) 
e VOCkGj-1, V(B(m,),O),.. .,(B(m,), nk), 
T,,.h(aB”)eA’, (N%), 0), . . . , (B(R), %M?i, = km,. 
But, from Lemma 2.1, 
h(a “(‘I eA’, (B(m,,), O),. . 
Finally, we obtain 
CY N’) eAr E Aj(unif(X)) 
a VOGkSj-1, V(B(m,),O), . .,(B(m,), n,), 
x T,,,,.h(a ""'p",(B(m,),O),...,(B(mk),nk))~~, =k, 
e VOSksj-1, V(B(m,),O),...,(B(mk),nk), 
( 
r 
since 
(At)” 
C eP*’ ~ /-b(t)=1 . 
IT=” n. 
, 
) 
This last equality must be true for every t 2 0, so 
Q '('I en' E A’(unif(X)) 
w VOSkSj-1, V(B(m,),O),...,(B(m,),n,), VnSO, 
T,q.h(a ""'P",(B(m,),O),...,(B(m,), nk))Fm, = I;m, 
I for all n 20, 
(Y ““Pn E JU’(unif( X)) 
I (Y E JI1-‘+‘(unif(X)). 
Together with (4), this last equivalence shows that A”‘(unif(X)) = A’“(X). The 
second part of the theorem is just Lemma 3.1. 0 
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4. Conclusions 
In this paper we analyse the set of all initial probability distributions of an irreducible 
and homogeneous Markov process which lead to a homogeneous aggregated Markov 
process, given the transition rate matrix and a partition of the state space. The main 
result is the reduction to the discrete time case, which is analysed in [2], by means 
of the uniformization technique. As stated in the companion paper [2], the first 
possible direction to extend these results seems to be the case of absorbing Markov 
processes. 
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